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Commentary
Painful eccentric calf muscle training was demonstrated to be a

good treatment model for chronic painful midportion Achilles
tendinopathy. The model using the concept with painful tendon
loading was completely against the world wide used model for
treatment of tendinopathy were pain-free tendon loading was used.
The good clinical results using this model raised our interest to
perform intensive research on the pain-mechanisms associated with
chronic painful Achilles tendinopathy.

In our experience it is essential to perform an ultrasound
examination to verify the diagnosis tendinopathy, and to exclude
partial ruptures before painful eccentric training is instituted [1]. This
is especially important in patients that have had previous injection
treatments, because not these injections have caused partial ruptures in
the tendon tissue. Eccentric training in patients with partial ruptures
most often causes a dramatic worsening and sometimes a total rupture.
Another reason to perform ultrasound examination before instituted
treatment is that a sub-group of patients have a normal Achilles but
instead painful plantaris tendinopathy [2,3].

We found that different activity level groups responded a bit
different to painful eccentric calf muscle training. The best clinical
results were found among recreational middle aged individuals, where
around 85% of the patients were cured. High level athletes seemed to
respond less good with around 60% good clinical results. A sub-group
of patients have midportion Achilles tendinopathy with plantaris
tendon involvement [4,5]. This group often respond poorly to
eccentric training, with instead a worsening of the pain. The pain is
then located on the medial side of the Achilles.

Hundreds of biopsies from the inside and outside of the Achilles
midportion in Tendinopathy patients showed that there were very few
nerves inside the Achilles tendon but lots of sensory and sympathetic
nerves outside (ventral side) the Achilles [6,7]. These nerves were
found in close relation to blood vessels, vessels that could be
identified using dynamic ultrasound+Doppler examination. This
finding has resulted in new ultrasound and Doppler-guided treatment
methods, sclerosing polidocanol injection treatment [8] and mini
surgical scraping [9]. Especially the mini surgical scraping method,
sometimes combined with plantaris tendon removal [10-12], is
commonly used. This method, with treatment instituted in the region
with nerves outside the tendon, is combined with a rapid postoperative
rehabilitation allowing for a return to full tendon loading and high
level sport activity already within 4-6 weeks.

In conclusion, with the treatment methods painful eccentric
training, ultrasound and Doppler-guided sclerosing polidocanol
injections and ultrasound and Doppler-guided mini surgical scraping,

the prognosis to cure chronic painful midportion Achilles
tendinopathy is very good. Patients having plantaris tendon
involvement, where the plantaris tendon cause a mechanical
interference with the Achilles, needs surgical removal of the plantaris.
This is done together with the Achilles scraping procedure and does
not lengthen the rehabilitation process. Patients having partial ruptures
(often seen in patients having had injection treatments) needs to be
treated with intra-tendinous revision procedures, combined with long
rehabilitation periods.
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